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transport officer, who had been captured by Chinese irregu-
lars. Driving behind the Japanese lines, he had had a
motor accident, and the irregulars had caught him before
he could escape. Presently he came in, shuffling between
two guards—a tall, crop-haired man, dressed in Chinese
uniform and clumsy football boots. He looked ill, and
deeply depressed, but he answered our questions with
great natural dignity. In civil life he had been a school-
master. He had been called up, at the outbreak of the
war, to serve in a supply department. Asked who he
thought would win, he replied tactfully that it depended
on whose morale would last the longest.
T. Y. Liu was chiefly impressed by the prisoner's un-
usual height. (Even the smallest Chinese sneer at the
Japanese as dwarfs.) 4I think9, he said, 4that this man
must be the Longfellow of Japan.9 Today, T. Y. was in
the highest possible spirits. When we had lost the way and
stopped to wait for the others beside a stream, he lay
down under a tree, curled up his legs and kicked—exactly,
as Auden said, like the wizened little changeling baby in
a fairy story. We roared with exaggerated laughter at his
jokes, tickled him, pinched him, and deliberately mis-
understood everything he said.
Near Yii-tsien we stopped to have dinner at another
divisional headquarters. Swallows flitted round the carved
beams of the temple courtyard. We drank Hsaio Shen
wine, and a special brand of Tien-mu-shan tea—pale green
shoots which barely flavoured the glasses of almost boil-
ing water. A. W. Kao drew one of his sketch-maps and
translated the commanding officer's statistics: 6In this
village sixty per cent of the women have been adulted,'
6 Along this line the Chinese forces will offend the Ja-
panese.9 In one engagement, he told us, there had been
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